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universal nature, and living by complicated artiﬁce, man
in civilization surveys the creature through the glass of his
knowledge and sees thereby a feather magniﬁed and the whole
image in distortion. We patronize them for their incompleteness,
for their tragic fate of having taken form so far below ourselves.
And therein we err, and greatly err. For the animal shall not be
measured by man. In a world older and more complete than ours
they move ﬁnished and complete, gifted with extensions of the
senses we have lost or never attained, living by voices we shall
never hear. They are not brethren, they are not underlings; they
are other nations, caught with ourselves in the net of life and
time, fellow prisoners of the splendor and travail of the earth.
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While there’re only about 375 species of
primates, of which we are one of, they
have a marvelous assortment of shapes
and sizes. This is a small primer on
members of our own Order.
by Xan Rogers
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PRIMATE RESEARCH – A
PAINFUL HISTORY

It can be argued that some good has come
from primate medical testing (at least for
humans), but abuses in the system and good
old fashion cruelty have been the norm in this
now outdated mode of “research.”
by Torey Wahlstrom
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CHIMPS AS PETS – BAD IDEA

It may seem like a cool idea to keep cute
chimps and monkeys as sidekicks but….
by Susan Johnson
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MY 1st DAY

richardrazo.com

Many of us have had a “ﬁrst day” at the
Wildlife Waystation but few have put it into
words until now.
by Renee Hunter

cover photo by
Dave Welling
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The Wildlife Waystation eMagazine is published four (4) times a year; about the ﬁrst of January, April, July,
and October. We welcome all constructive comments and will publish certain Letters to the Editor. Any story
ideas, photographic submissions, or comments as above should be sent by email to the Managing Editor:
Joe Dovala jcdovala@verizon.net. The Wildlife Waystation, or any of its volunteers, assumes no responsibilities for any solicited or unsolicited materials. All images are protected by copyright law and all rights remain
with the photographer. Wildlife Waystation, 14831 Little Tujunga Canyon Road, Angeles National Forest, CA
91342. Phone (818) 899-5201. Website: www.wildlifewaystation.org
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A NOTE FROM JOE
“Deeds Not Words”

by Joe Dovala

Chimpanzees are the animal kingdom’s closest
equivalent to man with a DNA structure approximately
98+% of its human counterpart. Medical researchers
began using chimpanzees many years ago in medical
research. Government studies showed there are over
1,500 chimpanzees in medical research today. One of
the first research facilities to close its doors was New York
University ’s School of Medicine L.E.M.S.I.P. (Laboratory
for Experimental Medicine and Surgery in Primates),
requiring them to find permanent sanctuary for dozens of
chimpanzees. The Waystation was the first to respond
to the needs of over 50 chimps from this facility. In 1995, the Waystation created an interactive,
comfortable and chimp-friendly facility - it was a major construction project, which provides a home
and permanent care for over 50 of these primates. That was an amazing time at the Waystation with
hyperactivity all around as we prepared for the arrival of this large group of primates.
The Waystation houses the largest groups of chimpanzees from medical research in the western
United States . Since chimpanzees can live over 50 years, their care will be a very long term project,
and the Waystation is dedicated to their well being. Many of our chimpanzees have unique stories,
ranging from Booie, who knows extensive sign language (he used to sign all the time asking for
cigarettes – which we do not give him) to Mystery, who came to the Waystation as a tiny baby, to Chuck
who came to the Waystation from a private party who could no longer care for him (like so many of the
wild animals here).

Well, it’s about time I blabbered a little, especially
since Beverly is taking some much needed time
off from the Wildlife Waystation’s emagazine. I’m
the managing editor which basically means I try to
get all the articles in on time, pull final designs, and
most important, make the majority of the mistakes.
The “call for writers” had a wonderful turnout and
you’ll meet a few of them in this issue.
Since we are strictly a volunteer publication,
we depend on the hard working and generous
collaborators who donate their valuable time and
efforts. This is a good thing, because otherwise
you’d be subjected to only my and Beverly’s
ramblings.
This issue marks our 4th effort for the WW’s emag. As you can see it’s about primates. This should
make you pause for a moment because guess what? You are a primate. I am a primate. In fact, most
anyone reading this is most likely a primate. The Order of primates has a relatively small number of
species in it; yet, they (read us) have had and continually have a huge impact on every other animal
and plant living on Earth. The jury’s still out on just what that will mean in the future, but we still live
on a pretty cool planet. We hope you enjoy this issue on primates because it’s really about us - and
taking a look in a mirror.

Chimpanzees are absolutely fascinating. They bring so much to our world, but their habitat is
disappearing and they are under constant threat in their African homeland. I hope you will enjoy
reading and learning about them in this issue of our magazine and consider doing something to help
them.
Thank you!
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We welcome your comments about the Wildlife Waystation
Magazine. Address them to info@wildlifewaystation.org. On
behalf of all of our animals, I thank you for your continued
interest and support.

Founder
Wildlife Waystation
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Wildlife Waystation Volunteers

Volunteer Orientation

Animal Enrichment Team Leaders:
Bob and Denise Friend
Suzie Larson
Heather Marvin
Pat Nelson
Lin Tanenbaum
Lynn and Wally Wilson

Data Entry
Suzie Lascoe

Animal Handling Coordinator
*Dana Stangel

Mentor Program Leader
Heather Marvin

Volunteer Educational Animal Team Leaders:
Laura Finlayson
May Finlayson
Bob Friend
Jerry Johnson
Barbara Marxmiller
Julie Medrano
Phyliss Morris
Beverly Setlowe
Dana Stangel
Pete Vela

Community Outreach Coordinator
Stephanie Yates

Special Projects Coordinator
*Bob Friend
Animal Enrichment Coordinator
*Sharon Beringer

photos by Joe Dovala

Volunteers are a vital resource at Wildlife Waystation. They supervise and perform in numerous
important areas of the WW’s vast and complex operation.
Here are the names of those dedicated hardworking individuals currently in charge of the various
areas of volunteer activities at this diverse sanctuary known as Wildlife Waystation:

Green Team Coordinator
*Tony Brown
Mailings and Membership
Jerry Gillaspie
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Volunteer Level One Program
*Dana Stangel
Volunteer Programs Coordinator
*Geri Sue Cox
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*Members Volunteer Supervisory Board
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ANIMAL SPONSORSHIP

When you sponsor an animal for yourself, or as a gift, you will make a significant contribution to
the care of one of our magnificent animals. Please review the various levels of sponsorship as well as
the choices you have from over 30 species. Please call the WW today (818) 899-5201.
In alphabetical order: African Lion, Alligator, American Bison, Baboon, Black Bear, Bobcat, Capuchin,
Chimpanzee, Coyote, Desert Burros, Desert Tortoise, Emus, Golden Eagle, Grizzly Bear, Hawk, Iguana,
Kinkajou, Leopard, Ligress, Llama, Lynx, Macaque, Macaw, Mountain Lion, Owl, Python, Rhea’s, Serval,
Spider Monkey, Tiger, Wolf-Hybrid, Wolf, Zebra.

Levels
Wildlife Supporter
$120 Annually or $10 Monthly

Benefits
• Certiﬁcate of Sponsorship with a photo of your animal
• Donor recognition in our eMagazine
• Wildlife Waystation decal

Wildlife Friend
$240 Annually or $20 Monthly

All of the above benefits plus…

Wildlife Angel
$600 Annually or $50 Monthly

All of the above benefits plus…

Wildlife Guardian
$1000 Annually or $85 Monthly

All of the above benefits plus…

Wildlife Champion
$2,500 Annually or $210 Monthly

All of the above benefits plus…

Wildlife Patron
$5,000 Annually or $420 Monthly

All of the above benefits plus…

• Sponsor card with 10% oﬀ Waystation merchandise

• Personalized plaque on our sponsorship recognition wall

• Reservation for two to attend a Cocktail Party with Martine

Colette, Founder, in the enchanting gardens of her home. Guests
will be awed by magical sights and the sounds of the wild. An
unforgettable experience!

• Reservation for four to attend a Cocktail Party with Martine

Colette, Founder, in the enchanting gardens of her home. Guests
will be awed by magical sights and the sounds of the wild. An
unforgettable experience!

• Reservation for two to attend a Safari Dinner with Martine

Colette, Founder in the enchanting gardens of her home. Guests
will be awed by magical sights and the sounds of the wild.

• At this very special level of giving, your gift will help build

and enrich permanent enclosures for the animal, or species of
your choice. A permanent granite plaque by the enclosure will
commemorate your generous gift and increase the quality of life
for your sponsored animal!

Wildlife Benefactor
$10,000 Annually
or $835 Monthly

All of the above benefits plus…

• A Safari Dining Experience for eight with Martine Colette in

the enchanting gardens of her home. Guests will be awed by
the magical sights and the sounds of the wild. An unforgettable
experience!

Chimps as Pets – Bad Idea
By Susan Johnson
Each morning 40 to 60 individual chimpanzees
split into small parties in search of fruit. Once
the feeding session is over they may reorganize
back into a larger party once again, signaling the
beginning of a lounging period where they enjoy
nibbling on a flower or blade of grass. The young
use this time for play and learning skills they will
need when becoming an adult.
The adults socialize and spend
time grooming one another.
In the late afternoon they get
serious about feeding and spend
an extra hour or two gaining more
nourishment. They are smart
and will, in fact, use tools to get
at a food source. Poking a stick
into a termite mound and coming
out with a termite Popsicle is a
favorite of theirs.
The males can be heard
tapping out a rhythm on the
buttress of a tree. This sound
carries for miles and lets the
rest of the group know where
the nesting site will be that
evening. After silently patrolling their domain,
the males return to the core group and may
display aggression to eliminate stress. This can
mean anything from throwing rocks to breaking
off and carrying around tree branches; swinging
them at trees. But this is over quickly and soon
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they break up into grooming parties to help
bring reassurance to the group of their friendly
intentions. This is a simplified life in the day of a
troop of chimpanzees. It is their lives. The way
their lives have evolved on this planet. The way
they were meant to live.
Baby chimpanzees can be sold for anywhere
up to $60,000. It’s no wonder that unscrupulous
humans will kill up to ten troop members before

a baby chimpanzee that may look cute when
young will soon grow up to be large and possibly
dangerous. It doesn’t take long before this small
baby becomes an adult that weighs around 100
to 150 pounds. Adult chimpanzees have five to
ten times more strength than a heavy weight
boxer. In the wild they have been known to
kill other chimpanzees who wander into their
territory.
Even when small, chimpanzees can be very
difficult to control. They easily learn to remove
their diapers and go about doing their business
all through your house. In the wild they eat plants,
if you have any houseplants you probably will
not have them for long. They have a very sharp,
pungent smell that you cannot get rid of since
they are afraid of water, and a small chimpanzee
is capable of breaking a persons arm.
By the time a chimpanzee turns five years
of age they’re large enough to really get in
trouble. Now they are capable of upending your
refrigerator and sitting down to eat all of its
contents, or they may run around tearing down
all the curtains in the house. They can end up
overturning your furniture and bite off one of your
fingers if you try to discipline them. As we learned
from an attack on a woman in Connecticut - you
can lose a lot more than a few fingers.

These are wild animals. We have taken a wild
social animal without any idea what kind of stress
it is under and expect them to behave as we
wish.
Domesticated animals tend to stay calmer
than a wild animal does under similar situations.
That makes it many times more unlikely that
a domesticated animal will attack humans
compared to a wild animal. Even so, last year 23
Americans died from dog bites.
The sad truth is that most of these
chimpanzees, after their owners decide
they are no longer adorable, end up in the
biomedical research industry. They are used for
experimental studies where they are infected with
diseases and isolated. They are kept indoors, in
small cages. If they are lucky they may end up in
a facility like the Wildlife Waystation, where they
will be humanly taken care of for the remainder of
their lives.
How would you feel if your mother was
murdered in front of your eyes, you were torn
from her dead hands, raised by an alien species,
and then locked away in solitary confinement for
the rest of your life?
Chimps as pets? Bad idea.

“Maudie”

taking a prized baby chimpanzee from its mother.
This infant, more than likely, will become some
human’s baby. Apes have been portrayed in
movies and television as cute and loveable; with
almost human characteristics leading people to
believe they would make a good pet. In truth,

In her early 20’s, due to her love of all wild things (the movie
had not been made by then) Susan volunteered at the Oregon Zoo
in Oregon for 3 1/2 years in the nursery and primate behavioral
center. Now working as a travel agent she likes to visit exotic/
adventure destinations and meet more of her friends in the wild
kingdom as well as her new friends at the WW.
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photo by Joe Dovala

The stare from this Silverback
is errily human like

LOOKING FOR THE

PERFECT GIFT?
SPONSOR AN ANIMAL
www.wildlifewaystation.org
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Primate Research:
A Painful History
by Torey Wahlstrom
Past
In the early 1920’s, a Harvard trained doctor
in comparative psychology named Robert M.
Yerkes, purchased two chimpanzees from a zoo
and installed the animals in a spare bedroom
in his rural Pennsylvania home. Based on his
observations of the two great apes, he soon
founded Yale Laboratories of Primate Biology,
thus launching the first biomedical experiments
on chimpanzees in the United States.
Chimpanzee research began to ramp up
in the 1950’s, when 65 young primates were
captured in Africa for use in the U.S. Air Force
space program. In experiments that tested the
forces of gravity and the effects of high-speed
movement, live chimpanzees were burned,
smashed, terrified, and sometimes inadvertently
killed during research. Most of the chimpanzees
who survived the space testing were later
“recycled” to be used in drug toxicology testing
at the infamous Coulston Foundation; a facility
cited multiple times by the USDA for Animal
Welfare abuse and neglect violations.
The HIV outbreak in American in the mid
1980’s set off a red alert in every medical center
in the country. The deadly human disease was
a crossover version of SIV, a virus carried by
wild chimpanzees. Hundreds of chimpanzees
were bred in laboratories to be infected with
HIV for the goal of finding a human vaccine.
However, after a decade of invasive research
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and millions of dollars spent, it became clear
that unlike the human disease, HIV very rarely
progresses to AIDS in chimpanzees. The
promised effective vaccine was never found and
the research was largely abandoned as futile.
Present
Despite scientific evidence that infectious
diseases in humans behave quite differently in
primates, over 1000 chimpanzees are currently
housed in 6 biomedical labs across the country,
mainly for the study of hepatitis C. The United
States is the only country in the world that still
allows large scale testing on chimpanzees, and
each year taxpayers are unwittingly paying $20$25 million for invasive research.
Recently, 185 retired chimpanzees living in
sanctuary at the Alamogordo Primate Facility
were requested for experimental use once again
by the National Institutes of Health. Many of the
middle aged and elderly animals had already
suffered decades of invasive research. Due to
efforts by animal rights advocates the move
has been temporarily stalled, but the fate of the
Alamogordo chimpanzees is still unknown.
Future
As James Holland Jones explains, a
biological anthropologist at Stanford University,
“given the genetic and phylogenetic closeness
of chimpanzees to humans and their complex
psychology and social behavior, the use of
chimpanzees in experimental medical studies is
not an ethically viable practice”.
“Charlie Chuckles”
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Hope for preventing inhumane research
lies in programs that use alternative medical
techniques including computer simulation,
tissue cultures, and in vitro testing. Centers
at Johns Hopkins University and University
of California/Davis are already pioneering
effective medical solutions by relying on
cutting edge research techniques instead of
live animals. In addition, public education
about invasive research practices and
political advocacy are essential factors
in protecting chimpanzees. If passed,
the Great Ape Protection Act, pending in
congress as of 2011, would peacefully retire
500 research chimpanzees to sanctuaries
and eventually phase out laboratory testing.
For information about chimpanzees
currently living in biomedical research labs,
and to learn about ways to help, visit the
Humane Society at www.humanesociety.
org/issues/chimpanzee_research, and
Project R&R at www.releasechimps.org.
While some 1,200 chimpanzees are still
involved in “medical research;” this number

Giraffes have no
vocal cords!

A king cobra can grow to a
length of 18 feet!

doesn’t reflect the many other primates used
for this purpose. Tens of thousands macaques,
spider monkeys, marmosets, tamarins,
baboons, to name a few, are subjected to
incarceration, diseases, and general living
conditions described above.

Chimpanzees can
recognize their own
reflection in a mirror!

Torey has been volunteering at the WW since 2010,
and is on the goat and skunk teams. She is also a freelance
graphic designer, artist, and writer.
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Wildlife Waystation
Dining
Experiences
come feast with us
Enjoy the Wildest VIP Dining Experience in Southern California!
The Wildlife Waystation offers an exclusive opportunity to experience our
unique wildlife sanctuary as a private guest of internationally renowned wildlife
rescue expert and Wildlife Waystation founder, Martine Colette.
The Safari Dining Experience promises to be an unforgettable evening!
Enjoy an elegant dinner, or cocktail party, under the stars with fascinating and
historical Waystation stories told by your hostess, Martine Colette. Guests will
be awed by magical sights and the sounds of the wild – the many animals who
call this sanctuary home; African lions, tigers, mountain lions, bears, wolves,
chimpanzees and more!

A magical evening awaits you!
For reservations and information, please contact us: (818) 899-5201
Group reservations are as follows:
- Dinners at $250 per person
- Cocktail Parties at $150 per person
- Luncheons at $100 per person
Individual reservations are accepted as follows:
- Dinners at $250 per person will be offered on the 2nd Saturday of the
month (minimum number of individual reservations must equal 10)
- Cocktail Parties at $150 per person will be offered on the 4th Friday of
the month (minimum number of individual reservations must equal 8)

Proceeds go to care for the animals who reside at the Wildlife Waystation, a non-profit,
501(c)(3) organization and are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.
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IF YOU’RE NOT ALREADY A MEMBER...

JOIN

WW WISH LIST

TODAY!

click form to sign up

The Wildlife Waystation and the many animals we care for rely on donations.
For the daily maintenance of the facility, here is a list of some of the items we
need. If you can help by donating any of these, or know of someone who can,
please call our office at (818) 899-5201
۞ P l a n t s a n d Tr e e s
۞ Garden Hose (5/8” and up)
۞ Large cooking pots – aluminum
and stainless steel 8 – 20 quart capacity
۞ Cement/cement tools
۞ Rakes and shovels
۞ Paint brushes and rollers
۞ Working electric tools and appliances
۞ Construction wheelbarrows
۞ Plywood – full sheets 1/2” or better
۞ Outdoor extension cords (heavy duty-25’, 50’, 100’)
۞ Flat bottom bowls – ceramic or stainless steel
۞ Work gloves
۞ Building blocks
۞ Come-alongs (1 or 2T)
۞ Copy paper
۞ New or good used truck tires
۞ Galvanized or black pipe (1” or 2”)
۞ Color copier
۞ Wire: RG-11, Messenger or Flooded types
۞ Phone wire, 2 pair/4 pair
۞ Heavy-duty toys for chimpanzees: Play-Skool, Little Tykes, Today’s Kids
۞ Working Trucks: All types, from pick-ups to dump trucks

NAME _________________________________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________ APT__________________
CITY___________________________ STATE_____ ZIP_________________
TELEPHONE (______)________________________
MASTERCARD, AMEX, or VISA accepted.
I want to help save our wild animals. Please enter my membership in the category marked:

All donations are tax deductible.

If you want to be more involved consider volunteering.
Daily chores like this are in
constant need of attention and are
performed by volunteers.
Please call 818.899.5201 or go to
www.wildlifewaystation.org
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“MY DAILY LIFE… by BUSTER”
as told to Martine
It’s summertime, and life is easy… The sun is
up early, the air is clean & fresh and my family is
wide awake and ready to start the new day. Our
humans arrive at 7 a.m. to take care of us. In
the winter time they bring us hot oatmeal to start
our day at which time they get to check out each
chimp individually.
My name is Buster, and I was born in a
biomedical research facility in New York . At the
age of 7, I and 50 other chimps of various ages
were retired from biomedical research & sent to
the Wildlife Waystation. After we settled in, our
caregivers began the long & difficult process of
helping us to fit into family groups. There are
eight of us in my family, five boys & three girls.
Let me take this opportunity to tell you a little bit
about each of us!
I am the leader of this family. My caretakers
call me the “movie star”. I have a winning
personality, gorgeous smile with the most
perfect white teeth (that everybody is jealous
of, including humans) and all the chimp girls are
“crazy” about me! I like to climb to the highest
perch in my living quarters, lean back and
observe my family & the world at large. Tequila
is my best buddy. I have to keep a sharp eye on
him because he’s constantly vying for the “top
dog” spot and he’s a little “sneaky” about things!
Axel is the most “eccentric” of the boys. His
loyal companion is a Rubbermaid tub. Everybody
teases him, particularly Denise! She walks by,
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touches his tub, causing him to have a temper
tantrum which can be heard throughout the
compound – and also earns him the name of
“Whiny Woosie”!!! December, our philosopher
and perfectly-groomed boy, has shiny black
fur, not a hair out of place. With his piercing,
beguiling eyes he wins over all the keepers. He
could challenge me for the “movie star” looks, but
I won’t let him!

are cleaned daily. Many delicious food treats are
placed in the cleaned enclosures, sort of “hide
and go seek” treats! We have five food offerings
daily, breakfast, lunch, dinner and two snacks!
Our enrichment team goes to a lot of trouble to
entertain us. There are unscheduled entertaining
events as well, such as peacocks strutting by
our enclosures with their very long tails asking
us to “pluck a feather”! T.V.’s are turned on from
time to time with National Geographic and other
animal and nature programs.

Connor has humor, he’s a trickster, and his
favorite thing to do is to reach through the fence,
wiggle his fingers to make you come close and
then poke or grab you! And Denise, I told you
about before, Denise is a tall, big girl with hands
the size of platters! She is bigger than most of
the boys, we don’t tangle with her because she
has little respect for us guys and has no problem
slapping us! She is the top female, and the
protector of the girls.
Mocha, a small, delicate chimp – dainty of
stature, is a manipulator of humans as well as
chimps! Her slender arms and hands can fit
through the wire on the enclosure farther than
anyone else, and as such she is generally the
first to get the goodies! Timely, a large female,
could give serious competition to the African
spitting cobra with her ability to spit water through
her teeth with pinpoint accuracy. She has a
talented mouth. She can make more noises than
anyone else in the family – blowing raspberries is
her specialty, lipsmacking, burbling, squeaking,
etc. are all part of her daily vocabulary. Because
she is prone to seizures the girls sleep separately
from the boys. She needs protection.
Our enclosure is built on a hill. There are three
levels to our home, connected by tunnels that

Lizards scamper & birds fly through our
enclosures, and the occasional scary snake
wanders through, which makes some of us
scream for our caregivers. I, being the fearless
leader am not afraid, but breathe a sigh of relief
when the snake is relocated!

“Buster”

run through the trees. From our high tunnel, we
have fabulous views of hills and trees. From our
home, we can look at a waterfall, a small pond,
wind chimes, statues and lots of visiting birds.
We are anticipating fish for the pond soon. Across
the way is a large, domed arena where residents
of this compound are brought for exercise, play
and enrichment, sort of like a “living T.V.” for us!
All animals in the arena are interesting, lions &
tigers particularly fascinate us, they are the only
ones that Timely doesn’t spit on! Our enclosures
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We take long naps in the sun, squabble &
fight amongst ourselves, play chase & tickle, play
follow the leader, “mess” with our caregivers, talk
to the other chimp families and all in all, live a
very busy life! The occasional “bump in the road”
– visits from the veterinary staff… although they
are very nice people, and take good care of us,
we prefer to hang out with the “fun” crowd!
This pretty much sums up what our days are
like. In the future, you will meet other chimp
families, we will give you an in-depth look into
other chimp personalities and we hope to connect
you to man’s closest relatives on a more personal
level. So at the end of it all, you will love us as
much as our caregivers do!

All us chimps need sponsors, please!
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Oh, the
Diversity of
Primates!
By: Alexandra Rogers
When the word primate is said, the
image of monkeys, chimps and apes flood
the imagination. However, primates are
much more than your standard monkey.
In the Animal Kingdom, under the Class of
Mammalia, the Order of Primates covers a
broad band of diversity. The diversity of this
Order is also exemplified by the differences
between monkeys and chimpanzees, which
many people think of as one and the same,
but their social and physical aspects are quite
different.
This diversity ranges from the smallest
Pygmy Marmoset in South America, to the
tree dwelling Lemurs of Madagascar and the
world-famous Chimpanzees of Africa. Even
Homo sapiens fall into the Primate order.

photo of “Bianca” by Joe Dovala
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Much like the primates that have been
rescued at the Wildlife Waystation, non-human
primates are located in the tropical regions of
the world. All together about ninety percent
of them are found in the world’s tropical rain
forests. Of those, about half of them are
of “conservation concern” with the World
Conservation Union (IUCN).
Pygmy Marmoset
On any one continent, primates have a
variety of different sizes and appearances.
Let’s look at one of the smallest, the Pygmy
Marmoset from South America. These little guys
are the quietest and smallest in the New World.
Adults grow up to two to three ounces in weight
and five inches long with an eight inch tail.
Looking at the pictures of these guys…
the thing that comes to mind, Furbys! That
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unforgettable, odd looking, little toy that children
loved in the 90’s.
The communication of the pygmy marmoset
from one to another varies greatly. They can
alert and warn family members by a sharp
whistling or a clicking sound to signal danger.
A trill, which would be to sing or utter in a
succession of rapidly alternating sounds, is
used for long distances whereas a J-call,
a series of fast notes repeated, is used for
medium distance. Other ways to communicate
are chemical as well as physical.
The pygmy marmoset lives 11-12 years
in the wild, but in captivity they can live up
to twenty years. Marmosets live in groups
ranging from 2-6, usually an adult pair and their
offspring.
Lemurs:
Not all people are aware that the strange
creatures of Madagascar are primates as well.
However, although lemurs did not evolve from
the same evolutionary branch as apes and
humans, they do share similar morphological
and behavioral traits with the earliest of the
primates.
The Lemur, most of which are tree dwelling,
have been separated from the rest of the
primates of the world for millions of years and
so have evolved to their own uniqueness. Their
name comes from Roman mythology, lemurs,
meaning ghosts or spirits, due to their reflective
eyes, the nocturnal life of some species and
ghostly vocalizations.
Lemurs are generally very social and
communicate through sound, sight and smell.
For example, the ring tailed lemur uses

scent markings and vocalizations. For a visual
communication the whole body posture is more
probable than facial expressions among most
lemurs because of their poor vision. However,
ring tailed lemurs do some facial expressions
similar to a threat stare and pull back their ears
along with flaring their nostrils during scent
markings.
Capuchin
Both in the wild and in captivity, capuchins are
energetic explorers, making them entertaining
to watch, entertainment that has taken them into
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Film and Television. The white-faced capuchins
have been seen in movies such as “Outbreak”
and television shows like “Friends”. They are the
original Organ-grinder monkeys and are thought
to be the most intelligent of the New World
monkeys. This may be one reason people want
to have them as pets. However, when they either
get to be too wild or the families can no longer
take care of or just don’t want them anymore,
they end up at places like the Wildlife Waystation
- if they’re lucky.
These South American monkeys prefer the
lower to mid-level canopies of the Amazon rain
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floor. They will also eat fruit and flowers, seeds
and other small vertebrates.
In the wild they live in troops ranging from
3-30. Males are larger but it is the female who
decides when to mate and with whom. Capuchin
monkeys grow up to 12-22 inches with tails that
are the same length as their bodies. They can
weigh up to 2-3 pounds.
Capuchins use vocalizations and grooming for
their casual everyday communication. They are
very territorial and will use scents and urination
to mark their territory. And though capuchins
have the ability to use tools and sign language in
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captivity, it is similar to the behavior of cats and
dogs in learning a trained ability.
Spider Monkey
The Spider Monkey is located in Central and
South American. Their habitats consist of the tall
moist rain forests, where these animals swing
from trees; it looks as though they have five
appendages. As anyone would notice, walking
by their enclosure at the Wildlife Waystation,
the use of their prehensile tails to dangle upside
down from branches and to move in any and all
directions more than makes up for their lack of
thumbs.
Spider monkeys form a loose group of 15-20
individuals, though during the day they will break
up into smaller groups of 2-8 to forage for food.
The sounds you may hear these primate produce
has a wide range, from barking and prolonged
screams when they are threatened, to other
vocalizations including whinnying like a horse,
grunts, squeaks, hoots and wails. Their diet is
almost 90% fruit and nuts. They prefer ripe fruit
and will eat it whole; inadvertently they become
great fertilizers for new plants in the forests when
the seeds pass through their digestive system.
An interesting fact about spider monkeys,
which is less common in primates generally like
the capuchin, is that the females rather than the
males will leave their troop at puberty to join a
new one. Males more likely will stay together their
whole lives, creating closer bonds than females,
although the strongest bonds are always between
the females and their young offspring.
Chimpanzees:
Chimps are located in Africa in humid forests,
deciduous woodlands or mixed savannas.
There are some amazing things that separate

chimpanzees from monkeys. For starters, chimps
do not have tails like most monkeys do. Another
remarkable aspect of what makes chimps
different is the discovery that they not only utilize
their intelligence by using tools, but they have
been found to self-medicate themselves with
medicinal plants.
One of the major differences that separate
chimpanzees from monkeys is their social
grouping. They live in large multi-male and multifemale groups called communities. Within a
community a social structure is formed, typically
leading with a dominant male, called the Alpha

for females it’s access to resources such as food
and protection.
Females are the ones in the community that
actually dictate the lifestyle and it has been found
that they are the ones who choose the alpha
male. Since females are the ones who will ensure
the survival of the next generation, they therefore
are the ones which the male chimps need to gain
acceptance from. Studies have found that female
chimps will overthrow an alpha male who is not
preferred, and back up another who they see will
better and more successfully lead the group as
the alpha male.

male. The Alpha male is the highest ranking male
in charge and controls the group. The females
also have their own social ranking among
themselves. The main purpose for males to
acquire dominant status is for mating privileges;

The common chimpanzee’s long arms, which
are one and a half the length of their body’s
height, are very powerful and used for climbing
and swinging in trees. On the ground they walk
on their hind legs using their knuckles for support,
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forests. The species varies in color from brown,
black or white. They can grow up to six pounds,
have opposable thumbs and keen eye-hand
coordination. This makes it easier for them to
pick out insects from trees and flowers as well as
foraging from the canopies on down to the forest
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this is called knuckle-walking. The chimpanzee has the ability to walk upright on just their hind-legs
when carrying objects in their hands and arms. No monkey will do that.
The communication among chimps is mostly vocalizations, hand gestures and facial expressions.
As can be heard when one is entering the Wildlife Waystation, they will bark, squeak, grunt, pant, and
scream. They even have been found to find humor in their community and will laugh at each other.
The diet of chimpanzees mostly consists of fruit and plants. They do eat insects, eggs and meat.
The males may join together in stalking and hunting animals such as antelope, pigs and monkeys.
They are also one of the few animal species that utilize tools. They use stones to smash seeds and
leaves to soak up drinking water. Because of their capability to think and analyze, chimps are one of
two species that have been successfully taught sign language. The male common chimp grows up to
5 feet 6 inches when standing on two legs. They can weigh as much as 150 pounds; the females are
slightly smaller. In the wild they can live up to 40-45 years, in captivity 50 plus years.
Conclusion
Remember, no matter how cute they are or how good your intentions are, it’s never a good idea to
have any of these primates as pets or companions. They take a great deal more time, emotion, and
attention than it would to have and raise a human child.
As many zoos and even National Geographic have warned, baby primates seem harmless;
however, once they reach sexual maturity monkeys can become very aggressive. It’s also a good
thing to note that many primates harbor deadly diseases to humans, such as Herpes B, which they
can pass to us via bites and scratches. Likewise, we carry diseases that could be fatal to them as
well. Overall, it is better to keep each primate in their indigenous (home) habitats.
While Homo sapiens have taken over the planet, other species of this large and diverse Order are
threatened by diminishing habitats. At the Wildlife Waystation we protect those that are left in our
care, but throughout the world, various primates need broader protection.
With their diminishing habitats we would not only lose many species such as the primates above
but our sources of everything else we get from the rain forests of the world – Oxygen, air purifiers,
CO2 reducers, medicinal plants and water filtration. These primates are an integral part of these
habitats and all should be protected.
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Xan recently completed her B.S. in Biology, Emphasis in
Ecology from San Diego State and has always worked toward
protecting the bio-diversity of our planet. A two-time National
Masters Swimming Champion, she has a special affinity for
all things water, swimming, scuba, surfing, sailing which she
indulges in between her volunteer work at WW.
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“Rowdy”
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By Renee Hunter
Whistle, name tag, ‘P One’, they
should just say ‘peon’; I wouldn’t
be offended. Boots, gloves,
water. Good to go.
It’s cold. I’m nervous. I don’t
want to do anything wrong.
There are a lot of people here
in this little lobby. That’s nice
for the animals. Wow, there’s
nowhere to stand to be out of
the way. “Hi,” I hear from behind
the counter. “Can I help you?”
“Yeah, I’m here to volunteer.”
“Kevin to Alex.”
“Alex here. Go ahead.”
“I have…what’s your name?”
“Renee.”
“Renee ready to head down.”
“10-4.”
Heading down the road is still
cold but at least it’s sunny.
These hills are like a big green
playpen. You know there are
dangers just beyond, but right
here is bliss and…these sounds
are AMAZING!
After getting to the bottom and
standing around feeling like I
must look stupid, a very nice
lady, realizing she had never
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seen me before, asked me what
I had done previously. I let out a
nervous chuckle and said, “it’s
my first time.”
“Well, no better place than the
Petting Zoo. Follow me; we’ll
get you a rake and shovel.”
Which way did I get here? Oh
boy; I hope I don’t have to
remember how to get back here
right away.
Directionally challenged as I
am, I’ll get lost for sure. Is there
a map of this place? I should
keep it in my apron.
“Take the hose and spray the
dirt just enough to keep down
the dust, then rake the pens and
stalls. Someone will be down to
help you shortly.”
“OK.” Sounds simple enough.
However, after several minutes
of wrestling with and tugging
on the hose, and trying to
find the most efficient way
of accomplishing this task,
the hose finally got the better
of me. As it whips around
uncontrollably spraying
everything in sight and soaking
me to the bone, I hear a squeal
the likes of which I’ve not heard
since (insert vintage scary
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My 1st Day...

movie title here). I would later
learn that that sound came from
Oreo, the pig. I would also learn
that he likes to be scratched
behind the ears. I would later
wonder if the scratching would
squelch the squeals.
I see a man coming towards
me carrying a radio; he must
be important. “How’s it going?”
Again, I giggle nervously.
“I think the hose won round
one.”
“Yeah, I see that. Here, like

this.” He showed me how
to rake. “Not like this.” He
motioned the way I was raking.
Apparently all the grooves
from the rake have to be going
in the same direction. It’s
not like sweeping where you
sweep everything into a pile,
usually in a circular motion
and scoop it up. That would
make said pattern in the dirt.
These animals get the red
carpet treatment, or, at least

the vertical/horizontal carpet
treatment. Seems curious but
I’m sure there’s a reason for
it. At least it looks nice for the
animals.
When did I start sweating? And
what is tapping on my leg? I
turned around and saw the
cutest face I’ve ever seen. Eyes
fixed on me and head cocked,
a goat put up his hoof as if he
wanted a handshake. Oh my
goodness! That is the cutest

thing I have ever seen. What a
love.
I hear a commotion and the
man with the radio, who I later
learned is named Alex and the
supervisor, is coming back to
the Petting Zoo. I left a gate
open inside the pen and a goat
got into another’s enclosure.
That’s it; I’m done. The one
thing that was drilled into our
heads in orientation is “when
you open a gate you close a
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gate. Open a gate – close a
gate – open, close.” They’ll
never let me come back.
As I made my way over to
help, head low, chest sunken,
Alex started to explain the
importance of this particular
gate. He was so generous with
his explanation and forgiveness
that I was able to lift my head
and continue raking as if I was
a pro.
Boy, it turned into a really
warm day and - listen to those
sounds. I can make out a lion,
peacocks, and I’m not even
sure what that was. Awesome!
Lunch time, already? My, how
time flies. After a little food
and some idle chit-chat with
the workers I was instructed to
follow Alex for the rest of the
day’s work.
“We’re going up to Cat Canyon.
You’ve been there before?”
“No, this is my first day.”
“Oh yeah? Huh.”
His sense of humor is dry and

not lost on me; I let out a full
belly laugh. “Oh, you’re funny,” I
said. He just smiled.
As we walk up the steep hill he
asks what my favorite animal is.
“I think the big cats are probably
the most natural choice for me.
I’ve always loved them.”
“Ok.” He informs me that there
is a very important task we
do as we clean every tiger or
cougar cage. I feel my stomach
do flips again. I’m excited and
nervous and can only imagine
the kind of mischief there
is to get into up here. If this
morning’s incidents are any
indication, then he is way more
confident in my abilities than
he probably should be. But,
his quiet confidence sets me at
ease and we begin to rake.
“OK. Come here, this is what we
do…we look for tiger whiskers.”
My eyes bulge.
“What?”
“Yeah, we can keep them.” Ok,
that’s cool!

Being a native Vermonter, Renee couldn’t love California’s
weather and hiking opportunities more. She has one cat and, if it
weren’t for her boyfriend’s allergies she’d have a whole lot more
of every kind of creature. Their low-voltage cabling company
keeps them pretty busy; however, not too busy to squeeze in a
day or two at the Wildlife Waystation.
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Well, newbie that I am I did
not find any. Alex, however,
handed me three of them as if
he was handing me a bouquet
of flowers. I’m moved and feel
the flips in my stomach slow to
a warm fuzz.
The rest of the day was spent
watching him play with the
tigers, watering them down
and watching the tigers roll and
close their eyes as if they were
getting a good massage. Alex’s
laugh was almost as endearing.
And, of course, there was more
raking.
The long, hot walk back up the
hill was over before I knew it.
My thoughts were swimming
in a cool, blue stream and my
heart has been stolen. Listen to
those sounds! I cannot get over
the music of this place and; I
think I’ve fallen in love.
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Gift Store Now Open

visit us in the administration building.
Open 7 days a week (excluding holidays) from 9am - 4pm.
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Wolf Shirts
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Elephant Napkin Holder
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۞ James & Vivian Haughton

2011 WW SPONSORS

۞ Barbara Klienbauer
۞ Kay Magill

We would like to thank the following people for their generous and timely support.

۞ Janice Modin

Wildlife Benefactor $10,000+ Annually

۞ Judy Palmer
۞ Alan Willey

۞ Ady Gil

۞ John Morris

۞ Donna Winauski
۞ Dixie Wyborney

$5,000 Annually

۞ Jaqueline Von Brentano
۞ Silvino & Cynthia Gamboa
۞ John Anthony Vargas

۞ John and Amy Peer

۞ Jordan Podell

۞ Woolls and Peer

Wildlife Champion
۞ Christina Lau

Wildlife Guardina
۞ Fred Dyer

$2,500 Annually
$1000 Annually

Wildlife Angel

۞ The Altman Family
۞ William J. Blake

$600 Annually

Wildlife Supporters
۞ Maud Ard

۞ Susan Feeley

۞

۞ Roger Williams

۞ Steve and Mary Kenyon

۞

۞ Phyllis Morris

۞ Margot Lane

۞

۞ Monique Lavoie

۞ Linda Larnerd

۞

۞ Brandy Lawton

۞

۞ Marsha Silady

۞

۞ Vivian Sodini

۞

۞ Diana Thater

۞

۞ Lu Wenneker

۞

۞ Ladera Elementary School

۞

۞ Linda Craig

۞
۞

۞ Tim Bock
۞ Warren and Verna Bushey
۞ Joanne Colsen

۞ Marjorie Richmond
۞ Elinor Robison
۞ Myra Taft

۞ Bill & Angela Knight

۞ Katalin Antal

۞ Bob and Jan Peters

۞ Cub Scouts of Saint Bede’s
۞

$240 Annually

$120 Annually

۞ Jerri Oyama

۞ David Stock

۞ Jean Cassidy

Wildlife Friend

۞ Marilouise Morgan

۞ Joyce Atherton

۞ Joe Dillon
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۞ Kathy Montano

۞ Cherie Nedderman

۞
۞
۞
۞
۞
۞
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Catholic Church School
Diana Barcelles
Rosalie Bostick
Angelo Buonocore
Bette Butler
Kathy Carruth
Jaqueline Dunlop
Juanita Edwards
John Geirland
Sandra Gill
Joanne Horwitz
Hilary Judd
Betty Krug
Karyn Kuster
Linda La Frinais
Patricia A. Maguire
Betty Martin
Marylin J. Michaels
Carol Miller
Deborah Miller

all photos by Joe Dovala

Wildlife Patron

۞ Russ McNiff

۞ Lin Tanenbaum
۞ Annelene Voigt
۞ Andrea Winkler
۞ Rhoda May Dallas
۞ Diana Thater
۞ Harlan Thater
۞ Stephan, Ian & Jenna Hallam
۞ Lucas, Marlene & Johanna Zwirner
۞ Jaime, Macy & Claire Lawler
۞ Erik Wolff
۞ Rosalie Bostick
۞ Joshua & Cara Streit
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In Memory Of:
Muriel Arnold
• Gene Arnold

•
•
•
•

Danny Bogart
Kathy Bogart
Sam I. Gershon
Betty Anderson
Richard Anderson

Nika Davis
• Michael A. Davis
• Myrtle Dawkins
Gail Frances
• Evelyn Bunting
Phyllis Johnson
• Pamela S. Posner
Monica Lupe
& her dog “Buddy”
• Phyllis L. Duran
Ruth Mc Innis
• The Lane Family

Memorial & Honor Gifts
By giving to the Wildlife Waystation in memory or in honor of loved ones, family members, friends
or pets, many generous donors have found a way to express their caring spirit while helping ensure
the success of the Waystation. Thank you to the following friends who made contributions from
December 2010 to June 2011. To make a contribution, contact Shelly at 818/899-5201 or email;
shelly@wildlifewaystation.org.
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Carolyn Van Orden
• The Hezlep Family Foundation
Jackie Wachtelborn
• Joan & Dave Wachtelborn
Robert Guy Winner
• Thea G. Winner
Murray Brown
• Gerald Brown
Dave Harrod
• Daniel Pedroarias & Family
Janus
• Thomas A. Madara
Susie the ocelot
• K. Frank Hogan

In Memory of Pets:
Tatertot
• Vicki Ellmaker

Carol Osterman
• Joy A Boyajian
• Dena Caterina
Ronald Spatz
• Frances B. Spatz
Bruce Strock
• Mary Morgan

We apologize if anyone was overlooked. Please direct your calls to Shelly at 818/899-5201
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MEDIA SPOTLIGHT
SPOTLIGHT
MEDIA
MEDIA SPOTLIGHT
Kids Corner
Is your child a young philanthropist? We have kids, like Jordan Podell, who passed on
getting birthday presents to collect donations for our animals. He raised enough to
become a sponsor of Kasane, the Waystation‛s only hyena.
And the kids at Ladera Elementary School, whose mascot is a leopard, raised money to
sponsor Dasha. Each child, scout troop, class or school who raises money for our animals
will receive a certificate and be featured on our website.
Thanks Kids!

Ladera Elementary School

Coming Soon

A Short Documentary: A Day In The Wildlife Waystation
A short documentary entitled “A Day in the Wildlife Waystation” begins production in July. The goal will
be to show an inkling of what it’s like to run an animal sanctuary like the Waystation, as seen from the
perspective of a “typical” day.
Champ Williams, an Emmy Award winning cinematographer, will apply his expertise in transferring
the daily goings on to film. Joe Dovala will help produce the film and shoot stills for print media. And
a whole cast of characters (not all with four legs) who live/work at the Waystation will brighten up the
screen. Stay tuned!
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1st ever Wildlife Waystation
Photo Contest.

Has been extended!
Do you have some wildlife photos that are just too good to be tucked away on your hard drive?
How about entering them in the Wildlife Waystation’s first ever photo contest? There are some pretty
cool prizes and you’ll also be helping the “critters” at the WW too!
Here’s the scoop:
۞ The photos must be of a wild animal (animals, birds, or insects) either in nature

or at an accredited zoo. No pets, exotic or otherwise and no WW animals.
۞ Must be 18 to enter.
۞ Each photo must be accompanied by a $10.00 tax-deductible donation to the WW.
۞ Digital images ONLY. Maximum 5 photos allowed.
۞ Scans OK.
۞ Each image must have caption information, including title, location.
۞ No Photoshop composites.
۞ Last call for entries midnight, July 30, 2011.

For full information and how to submit images go to the website at www.wildlifewaystation.org and
click on photo contest button. Prize descriptions on website.
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Dave Welling Photography
I have photographed the magnificent animals
that found a permanent home at the Wildlife
Waystation since I began volunteering there in
1987
I am a professional wildlife and nature
photographer and I invite you to view some of
my work on my web sites at
www.strikingnatureimagesbydavewelling.com
and
www.agpix.com/davewelling
You can also view and purchase beautiful
prints and note cards of many of the Wildlife
Waystation animals at my Fine Art Print site
at
http://dave-welling.artistwebsites.com/
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL NET PROCEEDS
FROM THE SALE OF ANY PRINT OR NOTE
CARD OF ANY WILDLIFE WAYSTATION
ANIMAL WILL BE DONATED TO THE
WILDLIFE WAYSTATION TO HELP THE
ORGANIZATION CONTINUE WITH ITS
GREAT WORK ON BEHALF OF WILDLIFE.
Thank you for helping the world’s wildlife and
the Wildlife Waystation

Dave Welling

RichardRazo.com
Rich
Richard
ardRazo.com
ardRazo.com
graphic + web design

Serving small local businesses in Ventura County and beyond

Joe Dovala Photography

www.jcdovala.com
Purveyor of Fine Underwater
Imagery
&
Multi-Media Production
jcdovala@verizon.net
805.750.3621

WANT TO
ADVERTISE?
call Shelly
(818) 899-5201

Mobile Green LLC is a company that is
passionate about non-profit organizations.
We are currently working with them to help us
raise money, now all we need is YOU to help by
donating your old cell phones.

WW Coupon Books

Raise money for Wildlife Waystation just by
searching the web and shopping online!

Please contact Shelly at the Wildlife Waystation
at 818-899-5201

Great discounts to help our animals and these books also make good gifts!
To purchase - Please call 818-899-5201

WW CD
RichardRazo.com
Rich
Richard
ardRazo.com
ardRazo.com

Our own CD is now available at
the Waystation and at Amazon.com
Original music by volunteer,
Irene Lamonthe and all proceeds
benefit our animals!

graphic + web design

Serving small local businesses in Ventura County and beyond

Thank you, Irene!

WANT TO
ADVERTISE?
call Shelly
(818) 899-5201

Remember to mention the Wildlife
Waystation as the charity of your choice.
We benefit by receiving the proceeds of the
donation and you receive the tax deduction!
call (800) 766-CARE (2273)

WANT TO
ADVERTISE?
e-commerce

seo friendly

email marketing

analytics

cms & crm

blog

100% design control

forum

hosting

private pages

call Shelly
(818) 899-5201

ON THE HORIZON WITH FUTURE WILDLIFE WAYSTATION eMAG ISSUES
Embedded Videos
Guest Editorials
and more

stay tuned!
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WANT TO
ADVERTISE?
e-commerce

seo friendly

email marketing

analytics

cms & crm

blog

100% design control

forum

hosting

private pages

call Shelly
(818) 899-5201

Join the Pack
Stay Connected
WW Web Site
Join The WW Facebook Page
Volunteer
Attend WW Events

Corsica’s Deli & Catering
A Taste of Italy in Sunland
Celebrating 40 Years October 14, 2010

Prosciutto Di Parma * Fresh Mozzarella * Pancetta

Delicious Sandwiches &
Platters

Gift Baskets
Homemade
Cannoli * Lasagna
Baked Ziti * Manicotti
& much more……
Visit Our Web Site!
www.corsicadeli.com
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We would like to tha nk all the volunteers that worked so hard
d o n a n t i n g t h e i r e x p e r t is e , a n d m o s t o f a l l , t h e i r t i m e i n p r o d u c i n g t h is
online magazine a nd the new web site.

14831 Little Tujunga Canyon Road
Angeles National Forest, CA 91342
(818) 899-5201
WildlifeWaystation.org

